Abstract: This paper considers the question of identifying the parameters governing the behavior of fundamental global network problems. Many papers on distributed network algorithms consider the task of optimizing the running time successful when an O(n) bound is achieved on an n-vertex network. We propose that a more sensitive parameter is the network's diameter Diam. This is demonstrated in the paper by providing a distributed Minimum-weight Spanning Tree algorithm whose time complexity is sub-linear in n , but linear in Diam (specifically, O(Diam+ Our result is achieved through the application of graph decomposition and edge elimination techniques that may be of independent interest.
Introduction

Motivation
In many papers on distributed network algorithms, the task of optimizing the running time is considered successful when an O ( n ) bound is achieved on an n-vertex network. Typically, the justification is that there exist n-vertex graphs for which this bound is the best possible. The sequence of solutions to the Leader Election problem (LE) exemplify the reasoning above. Following the O(n1ogn) running time, and a first improvement by Gafni [GI (with an O ( n log* n ) running time), Awerbuch gave an "optimal" O(n)-time solution to the problem [Awl. This solution is optimal in the sense that there exist networks for which this is the best possible.
This type of optimality may be thought of as "existential" optimality. Namely, there are points in the class of input instances under consideration, for which the algorithm is optimal. A stronger type of optimality-which we may analogously call "universal" optimality-is when the proposed algorithm solves the problem optimally on every instance. An interesting "side effect" of universal optimality is that a universally-optimal algorithm precisely identifies the parameters of the problem that are inherently responsible for its complexity. For example, returning to the LE problem, a more careful look reveals that the inherent parameter is the network's diameter Diam. Indeed, it was observed in [PI that it is possible to give a trivial O(Diam)-time distributed LE algorithm (although it should be noted that the above-mentioned solutions were also message-optimal, whereas the algorithm of [PI is not). Indeed, in real large area networks Diam << n-for example, diameter of 6 versus a thousand nodes. (This is also true for other interesting cases, e.g., random graphs.)
The interesting question that arises is therefore whether it is possible to identify the inherent graph parameters associated with the distributed complexity of various fundamental network problems, and develop universally optimal algorithms for them. A closely related question has been dealt with before in the context of studying the role of locality in distributed computing. Various problems were shown to be essentially local, and hence amenable to a localized algorithm with very fast (e.g., polylogarithmic) running times. Notable examples include MIS and coloring [GPS, L, AGLP, PSI. Locality-based techniques were developed for reducing communication and time complexities also for other problems, the local nature of some of them is less apparent [APl, AP2, AKP, NS93] .
In contrast, we are interested here in problems that are essentially global, i.e., ones that do not admit localized solutions, but rather always require the algorithm to "traverse" the network. Problems of this type still raise the interesting (and practically important) question of deciding whether O ( n ) time is essential, or whether the network's diameter is the inherent param-eter. In the latter case, it would be desirable to devise algorithms for these network problems that have a better complexity for the case of graphs with low diameter.
In this paper we tackle the classical Minimumweight Spanning Tree (MST) problem. This problem has been studied before as a canonical example for a graph-algorithmic problem whose communicationefficient distributed solution poses some surprisingly nontrivial subtleties [GHS] . The time complexity of the algorithm of [GHS] is O(nlogn), which was later improved to the "optimal" O ( n ) in [Awl. As with other problems, such as the above LE example, it is natural to ask whether O(n) is universally optimal, or it can be improved.
Once again, the MST problem proves to be a worthy candidate for this type of study. In other tree constructions, such as the Breadth-First-Search (BFS) tree (which is closely related to the LE problem), it is intuitively clear that the true time bound should be related to the network's diameter Diam, since the depth of the constructed tree is proportional to Diam, and thus it is possible to communicate on the tree while constructing it. In contrast, the MST of a given network may be considerably deeper than Diam, and in fact, may be as high as R(n). Hence construction methods based on communication on the tree structure itself are doomed to require R(n) time, and the problem of breaking the R(n) barrier seems intrinsically harder.
In this paper we get closer to identifying the inherent parameters governing the behavior of distributed MST construction, by presenting a distributed MST algorithm whose time complexity is sub-linear in n, and linear in Diam (specifically, O ( D i a m + no 614)), thus breaking the O ( n ) barrier. This result is achieved through the application of graph decomposition and edge elimination techniques that may be interesting in their own right.
Model and Definitions
In this paper we focus on the problem of devising a time-efficient distributed MST algorithm. The statement of the problem is as follows. We are given an undirected graph G = (V, E ) , with a weight function w : E -+ R+ on the edges, such that each node in V is associated with its own processor, and processors are able to communicate with each other via the edges in E . The goal is to have the nodes (processors) cooperate to construct a tree covering the nodes in V whose total edge weight is no greater than any other spanning tree for G.
We assume that nodes have unique identifiers, and that each edge e E E is associated with a distinct weight w ( e ) , known to the adjacent nodes. The usefulness of having distinct edge weights stems from the fact that this property guarantees that the MST is unique. As pointed out in [GHS] , having distinct weights is not an essential requirement, since one can always "create" them by appending to them the adjacent node's numbers. However, it is known that if the graph has neither distinct edge weights nor distinct node identifiers, then no deterministic distributed algorithm exists for computing an MST with a bounded number of messages [An, GHS] .
For every subgraph F of the network, let D i a m ( F ) denote the diameter of F , i.e., the maximum distance on F between any two vertices of F , where distance is measured in the unweighted sense, i.e., in number of hops. In order to be able to concentrate on the central issue of time complexity, we shall follow the common trend of stripping away inessential complications. In particular, we ignore the communication cost of our algorithm (i.e., the number of messages it uses). We also assume that the computation performed by the network is synchronous. (This assumption is not essential, since our decision to ignore communication costs allows us to freely use a synchronizer of our choice.) Still, we shall not adopt the extreme model employed in previous studies of locality issues [GPS, L] , in which messages of arbitrary size are allowed to be transmitted in a single time unit, since in this model, the refined distinctions we focus on here disappear. Clearly, if unbounded-size messages are allowed, then the problem can be trivially solved in time O(Diam(G) ) by collecting the entire graph's topology into a central node, computing an MST locally and broadcasting the result throughout the network.
Consequently, we will assume the more realistic model (and one that is more common in evaluation of distributed algorithms) in which messages have size O(logn), and a node may send at most one message on each edge at each time unit. We will also make the assumption that edge weights are polynomial in n , so an edge weight can be sent in a single message. (This assumption is required for the time analysis of all previous algorithms as well [GHS, Awl.) 
Our Results
The original distributed MST algorithm of Gallager et al. [GHS] operates by growing so-called fragments in a distributed manner, with each fragment containing a portion of the final MST. This algorithm has a time complexity of O(n log n). Our algorithm consists of three parts, depicted in Figure 1 . As its name indicates, Controlled-CHS is a modified variant of the original algorithm of [GHS] . The purpose of the modification is to produce a,bala x e d outcome in terms of number and diameter of the resulting fragments. This is achieved by computing in each phase a small dominating set on the fragment forest, and merging fragments accordingly. This, in turn, is achieved by invoking the distributed minimal independent set ( M I S ) algorithm of [PSI. At the end of this phase, we are left with a "small" number of fragments which all have "small" diameter.
Part I1 uses pipelining techniques to gather information in each fragment center, and uses this information to perform the elimination of some of possible multiple inter-fragment edges in the fragment graph. This leaves us with a sparse set of inter-fragment edges from which the final tree is to be selected.
Finally, Part I11 performs the global elimination of most of the remaining edges, leaving only a tree connecting the fragments, and thus yielding the final MST. This elimination process is carried out on a superimposed breadth-first search structure; this yields the final MST tree. The details of each part are given in the remainder of the paper, followed by the analysis of the total complexity.
There are two methods of computing an MST: (1) combining fragments (i.e., adding edges until the tree is constructed); and (2) eliminating cycles (i.e., deleting edges until only the tree is left).
It seems that all Distributed algorithms typically use the first approach, thus it is of interest that parts I1 and I11 of our algorithm use the second approach. It is also of interest that our algorithm combines the two approaches, while even sequential algorithms use either one or the other.
Part I: Controlled GHS
In this section, we provide a modified, controlled version of the Gallager-Humblet-Spiraalgorithm for MST, that is suitable for our purposes. We first overview (briefly) the original algorithm of [GHS] .
Brief Description of the GallagerHumblet-Spira Algorithm
In the original distributed MST algorithm of Gallager et al. [GHS] (which, from now on, is referred to as CHS for convenience), nodes form themselves into fragments of increasing size. Initially, all nodes are in singleton fragments. Nodes in each fragment F are connected by edges that form an MST, T ( F ) , for the fragment. Within each fragment F , nodes cooperate to find the minimum weight outgoing edge in the entire fragment (an outgoing edge of a fragment F is an edge with one endpoint in F and another at a node outside it). The strategy for identifying this edge involves broadcasting over the fragment's tree T ( F ) , asking each node separately for its own minimum weight outgoing edge. These edges are then sent upwards on the tree T ( F ) , towards the root. Each intermediate node first collects this information from all its children in the tree, and then passes up only the lowest-weight edge it had seen (which is therefore the lowest-weight edge in its subtree). The minimum weight outgoing edge is selected by the root to be included in the final MST.
Once a fragment's minimum weight outgoing edge is found, a message is sent out over that edge to the fragment on the other side. The two fragments may then combine, possibly along with several other fragments, into a new, larger fragment. The new fragment finds its own minimum weight outgoing edge, and the entire process is repeated until all the nodes in the graph have combined themselves into one single fragment. Each fragment (of size 2 or greater) is identified by the fragment's core edge, which is basically the edge along which the merging of the two previous fragments resulting in the current fragment took place. (This definition becomes more complicated when more than two fragments merge together in one step, but this is of no consequence to us here.)
A level number is associated with each fragment. If level(F) = 1 for a given fragment F , then the number of nodes in F is greater than or equal to 2'. Initially, all fragments (singleton nodes) are at level 0. When two fragments at level 1 are combined together, the resulting new fragment has level 1 + 1. Thus, the total number of messages is kept to O(n1ogn) (although some more complex rules are needed to allow merges between clusters of unequal levels). Similarly, it is not hard to show by induction on the level numbers that the time complexity of the algorithm is O(n log n ) time units.
We refer the reader to [GHS] for further details.
We remark that in the original CHS algorithm, all nodes operate asynchronously. This creates the risk of undesirable "growth patterns" of fragments, resulting in excessive communication costs (measured in number of messages), and thus increasing the time. We handle this problem by using special rules for merging fragments, designed to prevent these complications. These rules are based on a "balanced data structure" approach.
Computing a Small Dominating
In this subsection we describe a procedure Small-Dom-Set for computing a small dominating set on a given tree. This procedure will be used later on in modifying algorithm GHS for our purposes. The procedure makes use of a sub-procedure for computing a maximal independent set in the tree. (A set M of vertices in a tree T is said to dominate the tree if every vertex outside M has a neighbor in M . ) A distributed version of Procedure Small-Dom-Set will later be used as a component in our Controlled-CHS algorithm.
Our goal is as follows. Given a tree T with a vertex set V ( T ) , find a set of vertices M
. M dominates V ( T ) , and
Set on a Tree
V ( T ) such that:
2. IMI 5 y.
Furthermore, we would like this procedure to be amenable to a fast distributed implementation.
The procedure is based on the following. For a vertex v in a tree T , let Child(v) denote the set of v's children in T . We use a depth function L(v) on the nodes, defined as follows:
if v is a leaf,
We denote by Li the set of tree nodes at depth i,
Procedure Small-Dom-Set for computing the dominating set on a tree T is shown in Figure 2 , and a pictorial example is given in Figures 3 and 4. (For the distributed implementation discussed in the next subsection, it is important to note that although the depth numbers i ( v ) are defined for every vertex v in the tree, only the vertices belonging to the first three depths, LO, 
Controlled-GHS
In this subsection, we provide a modified, controlled version of GHS (named Controlled-GHS) that is able to achieve the following:
1. Upon termination, the number of fragments is bounded above by N (for N to be specified later).
2. Throughout the execution, the diameter of every fragment F satisfies Diana(F) 5 d (for d to be specified later),
Intuitively, since we focus on a synchronous algorithm, and we don't care about communication complexity, our version of GHS is simpler than the original algorithm. In particular, we are oblivious to balancing fragment sizes, and we do not need to use the level rules used in the original algorithm, since levels are imposed by phase synchronization. More specifically, Controlled-GHS also starts with singleton fragments, and executes a total of I phases. Each phase of Controlled-GHS consists of the following two stages. Stage 1:
Execute a phase of GHS up to a point where each fragment F has chosen its minimum weight outgoing edge, i.e., has decided which other fragment in the current fragment collection it wants to merge with.
This decision induces a "forest" structure on the fragment collection (possibly with length-2 loops at the tree roots). Henceforth we refer to this structure as the fragment forest, denoted F F . Stage 2:
Break the resulting trees into "small" (O(1) depth) trees, and merge only these small trees. This process is depicted in Figure 5 . Stage 2 is accomplished by computing a dominating set M ( T ) on each tree T of the fragment forest F F , and then letting each fragment F # M pick one neighboring fragment F' E M and merge with it. This causes the actual merges performed in a phase of Controlled-GHS to have the form of "stars" in the fragment forest F F , and prevents merges along long chains, and hence bounds the diameter of the resulting fragments.
The dominating sets are computed using a distributed implementation of Procedure Small-Dom-Set, applied separately to each tree T in the fragment forest F F . of Panconesi and Srinivasan [PSI. Note that although Procedure Small-Dom-Set is applied to the trees of the fragment forest F F , it is actually executed on the original network itself. Hence the procedure needs to be implemented by simulating each fragment by a single representative, say, its root. The (straightforward) details are omitted.
Analysis of Controlled-GHS
The bounds on the number and diameter of fragments are established by the next lemma. Since the MST of a given network may be considerably deeper than Diam(G) (possibly as high as Q(n)), an algorithm based on communicating on the tree structure itself is doomed to require Q(n) time. Thus, improving the time bound of an MST construction requires a different approach. The idea is to deviate from the GHS algorithm at an appropriately chosen point, and switch to an algorithm based on eliminating edges that are known for sure not to belong to the MST.
Outline of the Short Cycle Elimination Procedure
Let k denote the fragment graph that is the outcome of Part I. The vertices of this graph are the fragments constructed in Part I, and its edges are all the interfragment edges, i.e., all edges of G whose endpoints belong to different fragments. In this graph, it is possible that cycles exist. For instance, it is even possible that multiple edges exist (from different nodes belonging to the same fragment) connecting any two fragments. Our elimination approach focuses on a special type of edges, defined as follows. Our procedure will rely on the following well-known lemma.
Lemma 3.2 Given a weighted graph G = (V, E ) , if e is a bottleneck edge o f G then e MST(G). I
This motivates the "short cycle elimination" procedure that we now describe. As before, let T ( F ) denote fragment F's tree. We will distinguish one of the nodes adjacent to the fragment F's core edge (say, the node with the highest id) as the fragment's center, r ( F ) .
Equivalenty, r ( F ) is T ( F ) ' s root. The goals of _Part I1
of Sublinear-WST are, for each fragment F E F :
1. to eliminate "short" cycles (up to a distance 1 to be specified later) going through the fragment; and 2 . to concentrate, via T ( F ) , all the information pertaining to every other fragment up to distance 1 from F in r ( F ) , the fragment's center.
For clarity, we will first explain the procedure of eliminating cycles of length 2. Once the intuition is understood, the process of eliminating longer cycles will consist -some implementation details apartof the repeated application of the same basic idea.
Cycles of Length 2
In the conte_xt of our fragment graph F , cycles of length 2 arise in F when two nodes of a fragment are connected to two nodes (possibly the same) of another fragment. The goal is then to eliminate these multiple edges, i.e., to remain with only one edge (particularly, the one with lesser weight) connecting each pair of neighboring fragments. The method we use is as follows. Basically, the nodes of the fragment F execute a convergecast procedure concerning the fragments adjacent to F , i.e., they collect information on the edges connecting F to the adjacent fragments and send it upwards on the tree T ( F ) to the center r ( F ) . In order 665 to execute the procedure, each fragment node v creates the record Pathl(F'), for each F' E F adjacent to F .
This record contains the following items:
1. an edge e = ( u , v ) , such that v E F and U E F'; 2. the id's of U , U , F';
the weight w(e).
The goal is to have at the center r ( F ) , upon termination of this process, the data structure
The procedure can be summarized as follows:
Initially, each node in F prepares a local list of records Pathl(F'), one record for each fragment F' that is adjacent to it.
These Path1 records are collected and shipped upwards on the tree T ( F ) towards the root r ( F ) , while eliminating duplicities. That is, each node in T ( F ) collects information about all fragments adjacent to nodes in its subtree, but it sends upwards only one record concerning each such fragment; ifseveral exist, it eliminates all but the one with minimum edge weight w(e).
This convergecast process must be carried in a controlled fashion, in order to ensure that all duplicities are eliminated. On the other hand, the upward shipping has to be pipelined in order to guarantee reasonable time complexity. This pipelining is guaranteed by adopting the following rules. A leaf starts sending records to its parent at time 0, with the smallest id adjacent fragment, and continues in increasing order until exhausting its neighboring fragments.
In general, an intermediate node starts sending at time i ( v ) , where i ( v ) is the depth function defined as follows:
Node v stores all the records it receives from its children regarding the adjacent fragments. If the records it receives concern the same fragment, then it eliminates all but the one with lowest edge weight w(e). At every step after time L ( v ) , v sends up Pathl(F') for the lowest id fragment F' it knows of until that point.
Upon termination, the center r ( F ) is able to assemble data structure D S l ( F ) , as defined above. Finally, r ( F ) broadcasts D S 1 ( F ) on the tree T ( F ) to all nodes in F .
Based on the structure D S l ( F ) , each node v E F adjacent to an outgoing edge e can decide whether this edge is still a candidate for remaining in the final tree, or has already been eliminated. If so, it marks the edge e "~nusable'~.
It is easy to verify the following basic properties of the above pipelining policy. received from its descendents all the records concerning paths leading to the ith smallest-id neighboring fragments that are adjacent to vertices in the subtree of T ( F ) rooted at U. This can be proved by double induction (on j and i). I Let F1 be the graph remaining of F after the first iteration (omitting the edges marked "unusable"). 
Remaining Cycles
In the previous subsection, information is gathered concerning (minimum-weight) paths to neighboring (or, distance 1) fragments. We will be basically repeating this process for 1 phases, eliminating at phase i, 1 5 i 5 I , the inter-fragment cycles of length 2i -1 and 2i, and keeping minimum-weight paths to distance i fragments. The elimination is performed by throwing away the path containing the edge with maximum weight in the detected cycles. However, the process is more complex than the one described before, and more careful reasoning and pipelining is called for.
The process is based on constructing a larger data structure OS;, containing records Path;(F'), for every fragment F' at distajce i of less from F (where distance is measured in F ) . This time, however, once D S ; ( F ) is determined at r ( F ) , it also identifies the last node in F on the path to each fragment F', and appoints it as the node "responsible" for that fragment.
In order to set the stage for the (i + 1)st iteration of the process, we do the following. The root r ( F ) broadcasts OS; on T ( F ) as before. However, now every node v E F that is responsible for some fragments in the vicinity, sends D S ; ( F ) over the external link to the other end. Since this is done in every fragment, nodes in F adjacent to neighboring fragments F' get the data structure DS;(F'), and consequently learn of fragments at distance i+ 1 from F in B. This information can now be used by the nodes in charge to compile their initial suggestions for Path;+l(F') for all the new fragments F' they learn of.
The convergecast is again executed and, as in the first iteration, competing candidate paths are eliminated at any vertex along the way during the pipelining. The criterion for elimination is the following.
When two paths (of length i), both leading from F to the same fragment F', compete with each other, we throw away the path that contains the edge with maximum weight in the detected cycle (composed of the two paths combined). Again, the heaviest edge is marked "unusable". Example: Consider the fragments F and F' illustrated in Figure 6 . Thes? fragments are at distance 2 in the fragment graph F . This fact is discovered in the second phase of the algorithm by the nodes v1 and v2 in F , who identify a length-2 path to F'. The convergecast process on the tree T ( F ) will recognize the fact that there are two paths, and that the edge (211, u1) is the heaviest along the resulting length-4 cycle. Consequently, the path F -F1 -F' will be discarded, the sedge (211, u1) will be marked "unusable", and the only path to be maintained in DS2(F) regarding the fragment F' will be F -F2 -F'. The node responsible for this path in F is 212. I
Analysis and Complexity of Part I1
Correctness follows from the _following claims. Let F; be the graph remaining of F after the ith iteration (omitting the edges marked "unusable"). By induction on i, we prove the following. We now choose to fix 1 = logn, hence we are able to eliminate all cycles in F, of length 2 log n. We then make use of the following known result in extrema1 graph theory, presented in [B] , which provides neartight bounds on the relationship between the girth of a graph and the number of edges it contains. We now proceed to reduce the total number of edges (to the necessary N -1). Our method is as follows:
1. Build a breath-first search tree B on G, the original graph;
2. from every fragment's center r ( F ) , upcast the list of (uneliminated) external edges adjacent to F on B ;
3. the final computation (elimination of edges) is performed centrally at B's root, who then broadcasts the resulting M S T to all nodes, over the tree B . 
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